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2Ca´tedra CONACyT
We present the results for the Generalized Transverse Momentum Distribution related to quark
Orbital Angular Momentum, i.e. F14, in the MIT bag model. This model has been modified to
include the Peierls–Yoccoz projection to restore translational invariance. Such a modification allows
to fulfill more satisfactorily basic sum rules, that would otherwise be less elegantly carried out with
the original version. Using the same model, we have calculated the twist-3 GPD that corresponds to
Orbital Angular Momentum a` la Ji, through the Penttinen–Polyakov–Shuvaev–Strikman sum rule.
Recently, a new relation between the two definitions of the quark Orbital Angular Momentum at the
density level has been proposed, which we illustrate here within the model. The sum rule is fulfilled.
Still within the framework of the MIT bag model, we analyze the Wandzura–Wilczek expression
for the GPD of interest. The genuine quark-gluon contribution is evaluated directly thanks to the
equation of motion of the bag, which allows for a direct control of the kinematical contributions to
the twist-3 GPD.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the results of the EMC experiments establishing that the quark spin alone does not satisfy the expected sum
rule, there have been numerous studies in the context of hadronic physics to solve this puzzle. The Orbital Angular
Momentum (OAM) of partons was identified as a key piece of the proton spin puzzle [1], a breakthrough that oriented
the research focus towards the transverse motion of quarks inside the hadrons. The argument has been eclipsed by the
appearance of the total angular momentum sum rules, that would be accessible through Deep exclusive processes [2].
However, the resulting definitions for the quark OAM from Jaffe–Manohar [1] and Ji [2] disagreed, what incited to
study the discrepancy in greater details.
In the past few years, the definition of OAM has provoked incessant discussions. The outcome of the present
dilemma is a classification of the quark and gluon OAM in two main families of spin decomposition, illustrated by
the Jaffe–Manohar (JM) and Ji’s decomposition respectively, see e.g. [3, 4] for reviews.
At the hadronic level, the characterization of OAM is embodied through Parton Distribution Functions. While
the total angular momentum has been identified as second Mellin moments of Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs) [2], leading to the beginning of research on a new family of off-forward PDFs, the quark OAM was first
indirectly related to GPDs by subtraction, i.e. L = J − S. Penttinen, Polyakov, Shuvaev and Strikman showed
that the quark OAM could be directly related to a subleading GPD [5]. For experimental accessibility reason, that
Penttinen–Polyakov–Shuvaev–Strikman (PPSS) sum rule was not pursued as a viable way to OAM until recently [6].
On the other hand, the JM OAM could only recently be ascribed to a distribution function thanks to the emergence
of the so-called mother distributions, the Generalized Transverse Momentum Distributions (GTMDs) in turn related
to the Wigner distributions [7]. The GTMDs allow to access five dimensions, i.e. three in the quark momentum and
two in impact parameter, supporting the existence of an OAM-like structure ~r × ~p that disappears when dimensions
are integrated out, as demonstrated in Ref. [8].
The relationship between the two families has been extensively studied, turning into examinations of the two
respective distribution functions, i.e. the subleading GPD and the GTMD. One important result consists in showing
that both the JM and Ji OAM could be defined through Wigner average [9], the only difference coming from the choice
of the path for the gauge link in the definition of the quark field to include (or not) initial/final state interactions [10].
Another decisive result for the observability of OAM came providing an explicit link between the two definitions,
though with the same choice of gauge link, connecting them through their dependence on partonic intrinsic transverse
momentum. This results in a sum rule at the density level [11], a formalism that connects to lattice QCD as shown
in the aforementioned reference.
While the theoretical progress have abound towards the understanding of the quark OAM, there exist only few phe-
nomenological examinations, mainly due to the complexity of the DVCS observable identified to contain the required
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2information [6]. The same conclusion applies to model calculations. Models offer a framework for the evaluation
of new distribution functions and relations. While we are aware of only two model calculation of the subleading
GPD G2 [12, 13], the GTMD F14 has been evaluated in the light-cone constituent quark model [14], in a spectator
model [15], in a light-front dressed quark model [16], in a reggeized quark-diquark in a scalar diquark model [13], the
quark-target model and in an approximated perturbative QCD valid for large quark transverse momenta, in Ref. [17].
In the present paper, we propose an evaluation of both distribution functions of interest in the MIT bag model. The
bag model has shown useful for first calculations of new parton distributions, especially due to its dynamical content.
In the original model, free quarks are bound in a spherical cavity. The boundary conditions here play the role of the
confining mechanism, somehow mimicking the gluons. While the authors are aware of the shortcomings of calculation
within this model, we have the control over the characteristics of the results and the physical content of the latter.
In particular, the physical content of the GPD G2(x, ξ, t) as composed of a Wandzura-Wilczek reducible contribution
and a genuine quark–gluon correlation component will be studied here. The analysis is comparable to the treatment
of Burkhardt–Cottingham sum rule of Ref. [18], in which it is evident that the genuine twist-3 PDFs correspond to
quark–boundary correlations. Also, extensions of the present analysis including a non straight gauge link will be
possible within the present model, i.e. T-odd TMDs have already been calculated in the MIT bag model [19–21].
The calculation is performed in a modified version of the MIT bag model, to include corrections due to the relative
motion of the initial and final bag state. Such corrections are especially important for parton distribution defined
from exclusive processes, such as Generalized Parton Distributions. Though there is no know process for GTMDs so
far, it is expected to be exclusive, i.e. to allow for a momentum transfer t.
In Ref. [22], GPDs have been calculated in a boosted bag model including a physically motivated free parameter. As
a sanity check, we have compared our results for chiral-even GPDs to the unboosted version proposed in the previous
reference. We have also compared the behavior of the electric and magnetic form factors with the same reference as
well as with Ref. [23].
An analysis of the OAM, through the Ji sum rule, that is, by subtraction, was performed in the MIT bag model in
Ref. [24].
The paper is organized as follows. We first recall the formalism for the Generalized Transverse Momentum Dis-
tributions, followed in Section III. by a description of the non-perturbative model the calculation will be performed
within, namely the MIT Bag model. In Section IV., the results for the quark OAM within the GTMD approach is
analyzed using a straight gauge link. In order to compare with the GPD evaluation of the quark OAM, we proceed to
the evaluation of the subleading twist GPD, G2, in Section V.. Hence, we show that the result is consistent with the
GTMD path to OAM. More interestingly, in Section VI., the newly proposed sum rule relating the density behavior
of both distributions of interest is studied, which results to be fulfilled satisfactorily.
II. FORMALISM FOR GTMDS
The formalism for Generalized Transverse Momentum Distributions is easily projected for GPDs, i.e. forward limit,
so that we can define a single amplitude and extend it to the GPD case afterwards. Though it is not ideal in the MIT
bag formalism, we will calculate the helicity amplitudes (HA) defined as [6],
AΛλ,Λ′λ′ =
∫
dz−d2~zT
(2pi)3
eixP
+z−−i~kT ·~zT 〈p′,Λ′ | Oλ′λ(z) | p,Λ〉|z+=0 ,
(1)
where in the chiral even sector,
O±±(z) = ψ¯
(
−z
2
)
γ+(I± γ5)ψ
(z
2
)
. (2)
The combination of such HAs give the expected structure for the unpolarized and the helicity-related GTMDs,
F11 = (A++,++ +A+−,+− +A−+,−+ +A−−,−−) /4 .
On the other hand, the GTMDs F14, and G11, that disappears either on the TMD or GPD limit, appears as the
following combination
i
k1∆2 − k2∆1
M2
F14 = (A++,++ +A+−,+− −A−+,−+ −A−−,−−) /4 , (3)
F14 describes an unpolarized quark in a longitudinally polarized proton, while G11 describes a longitudinally polarized
quark in an unpolarized proton.
3The GTMD-based definition of quark OAM is
LUq (x) =
∫
d2kT
∫
d2bT (bT × kT )3W U (x, kT , bT ) , (4)
where W U is a Wigner distribution corresponding to F14 and U in denotes the gauge link, i.e., the Wilson path-
ordered exponential connecting the coordinates −z/2 and z/2. We work, throughout this paper, with straight gauge
link (and appropriate gauge), as opposed to staples/light-cone gauge link, corresponding to what is known as Ji’s
decomposition of angular momentum [9, 10, 25].
III. THE MIT BAG MODEL
For the evaluation in a quark model, we define the proton states within the Peierls-Yoccoz projection, using the
formalism described in Refs. [26, 27], which takes into account the relative motion of the initial and final bags,
restoring the lost translational invariance, shortcoming of the static-bag wave function. Besides the problem related
to translational invariance, in principle, one should boost the wave function of the moving nucleon as the usual static-
bag wave function is identified with the zero-momentum eigenstate. This is particularily important when going to the
Breit frame, as it is customary due to its convenience for the bag calculations. Here we apply the simple prescription
of a boosted wave function and then removing the boost effect, which should account for the change of reference
frame [22]. The effective momentum transfer through the active quark then reads ~˜∆ = (1− 0/M) ~∆ = 0.75 ~∆.
The conventions of kinematics for the calculation in the Breit frame are then
pµ = (p0, ~p) =
(
M¯,−
~∆
2
)
,
p′µ = (p′0, ~p′) =
(
M¯,
~∆
2
)
,
z = (z0, ~z) , t = −~∆2 ,
ξ =
(
p− p′
p+ p′
)+
= − ∆z
2M¯
, (5)
with z+ = 0 and M¯2 = M2 − t/4. Therefore, the maximum physical value for ξ is √−t/2M¯ .
We can now express the proton state, with the conventions in Eqs. (5),
|p,Λ〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣p0,− ~∆2
〉
Λ
=
1
Φ3(−
~˜∆
2 )
∫
d3a e−i
~˜∆
2 ·~a b†1(~a)b
†
2(~a)b
†
3(~a) |EB,~r = ~a〉Λ , (6)
where EB stands for empty bag, p for the 4-momentum of the proton and Λ for its helicity. The annihilation and
creation operators are b1′(~b) and b
†
1(~a), respectively, of a quark with quantum numbers set 1
′(1), in a bag centered at
~r = ~b(~a). The normalization of the state in the Peierls-Yoccoz projection is fixed by Φ3, defined as
|Φn(~p)|2 =
∫
d~a e−i~p ·~a
[∫
d~xϕ†(~x− ~a)ϕ(~x)
]n
, (7)
The quark fields, ψ, in terms of bag fields, ϕ, are defined as,
ψ
(z
2
)
=
∑
n,κ
bn,κ(~a) ϕn
(
~z
2
− ~a
)
e−i
ωnκz0/2
R0 . (8)
The bag wave function reads
ϕm(~k) = i
√
4piN R30
(
t0(|~k|)χm
~σ · kˆ t1(|~k|)χm
)
, (9)
4with the normalization factor N
N =
(
ω3
2R30 (ω − 1) sin2 ω
)1/2
;
where ω = 2.04 for the lowest mode and R0 is the bag radius. The two last quantities are related through the relation
R0MP = 4ω. The functions ti(k) are defined as
ti(k) =
∫ 1
0
u2 du ji(ukR0)ji(uω) . (10)
We introduce an overall factor due the bag normalization
Cbag ≡
4piN2R60
(2pi)3
=
16ω4
pi2 j20(ω)(ω − 1)M3P
, (11)
where the (2pi)3 factor is introduced for further convenience.
Within our framework, the contributions for each separate flavor and color combinations, (n, n′) and (κ, κ′), in
Eq. (1) now reads,
An,n
′
Λκ,Λ′κ′ = (2pi)
3 Cbag
∫
dz− d2~zT
(2pi)3
eixP
+z−−i~kT ·~zT 1∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2
∫
d3a d3b Cnn
′,κκ′
ΛΛ′ (~a,
~b)
e−i
~˜∆
2 · (~a+~b) e−iωnκz0/R0 ϕn′
(
−~z
2
−~b
)
Γϕn
(
~z
2
− ~a
)
, (12)
where Γ stands either for γ+(I±γ5). The flavor–spin coefficients expressed through the SU(6) proton Wave Function
are given by
Cnn
′,κκ′
ΛΛ′ (~a,
~b) =
1
18
∑
M 6=N 6=P,Q6=R 6=S
(−1)MNP QRS〈
0
∣∣(bbu,Λ′(M) bbu,Λ′(N) bbd,−Λ′(P ) − bbu,Λ′(M) bbu,−Λ′(N) bbd,Λ′(P ))
b†n,κ(~b)bn,κ(~a)
(
b† au,Λ(Q) b
† a
u,Λ(R) b
† a
d,−Λ(S) − b† au,Λ(Q) b† au,−Λ(R) b† ad,Λ(S)
)∣∣∣ 0〉 . (13)
The antisymmetrizer ensures the overall proton wavefunction is antisymmetric. No flavor change can occur in
the present calculation, so we safely set n = n′. Due to the Dirac structure we will explore in the present paper,
only the terms proportional to b†(~a)b(~b), which accounts for the displacement of the bags, will survive. We use the
normalization convention {
b†n(~a), bm(~b)
}
= δnm
∫
d3xϕ†n(~x− ~a)ϕm(~x−~b) ≡ I(~a,~b) . (14)
The displacement of the bags is a relative motion, opposed to average center-of-mass motion. So, the distribution
will depend on that relative motion of the two bags w.r.t. one another, i.e. ~b−~a. Using Eq. (7) and Eq. (14), we get
I2(~a,~b) =
∫
d~k1
(2pi)3
ei
~k1 · (~a−~b)
∣∣∣Φ2(~k1)∣∣∣2 . (15)
It straightforwardly comes out that the flavor–spin coefficients factorize into a term proportional to the bag dis-
placements represented by I(~a,~b), and a pure flavor–spin coefficient. Those coefficients are given in Tab. I. They
correspond the expected SU(6) coefficients.
The final expression for the HAs is obtained after integration over (z−, ~zT ) and k’s, carrying out straightforward
delta-functions. We end up with the expression
AnΛκ,Λ′κ′ =
√
2Cbag
Cn,κκ
′
ΛΛ′∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2
∣∣∣Φ2 (xM¯ − ω
R
, ~kT
)∣∣∣2
× ϕ†n
(
xM¯ − ω
R
+
∆˜z
2
, ~kT +
~˜∆T
2
)
γ0Γ ϕn
(
xM¯ − ω
R
− ∆˜
z
2
, ~kT −
~˜∆T
2
)
. (16)
5Cd,↓↓++ =
2
3
Cd,↑↑++ =
1
3
Cu,↓↓++ =
1
3
Cu,↑↑++ =
5
3
Cd,↓↓−− =
1
3
Cd,↑↑−− =
2
3
Cu,↓↓−− =
5
3
Cu,↑↑−− =
1
3
Cu,κ
′=↑κ=↓
+− =
4
3
Cu,κ
′=↓κ=↑
−+ =
4
3
Cd,κ
′=↑κ=↓
+− = −
1
3
Cd,κ
′=↓κ=↑
−+ = −
1
3
TABLE I. Flavor–spin coefficients calculated from Eq. (13).
From now on, we will use the notation,
~k′ =
(
kzb − ηξM¯,~kT +
~˜∆T
2
)
;
~k3 =
(
kzb + ηξM¯,
~kT −
~˜∆T
2
)
;
with kzb being the bag energy condition k
z
b = xM¯ − ω/R.
The functions Φn used in the PY projection, are [27],
|Φn(p)|2 =
24−npiR3ωn−2
|p|R(ω2 − sin2 ω)n
∫ ω
0
dv
vn−1
sin
2|p|Rv
ω
Tn(v) ,
(17)
with
T (v) =
(
ω− 1− cos 2ω
2ω
−v
)
sin 2v −
(1
2
+
sin 2ω
2ω
)
cos 2v +
1
2
+
sin 2ω
2ω
− 1− cos 2ω
2ω2
v2 . (18)
IV. OAM THROUGH GTMD
In Ref. [8], it was demonstrated that the quark OAM is related, through Wigner average, to the GTMD F14.
Though this distribution function was first ascribed to the Jaffe-Manohar definition of the OAM, as shown in Ref. [9],
both definitions can be averaged through Wigner-like distributions and only differ in the choice of the gauge-link.
Here, we focus particularly on the straight gauge-link, namely: Ji’s definition of OAM.
Using the framework of the MIT bag model described in the previous Section together with the combination of
helicity amplitudes Eq. (3), we obtain the following expression for the GTMD under consideration,
i
kx∆y − ky∆x
M2
Fu14 =
(
Au++,++ +A
u
+−,+− −Au−+,−+ −Au−−,−−
)
/4
= i
4
3
Cbag
∣∣∣Φ2 (xM¯ − ωR , ~kT)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2
(
~k′ × ~k3
)
z
k3k′
t1(k3)t1(k
′) .
(19)
The particular combination of helicity amplitudes comes from the fact that F14 represents unpolarized quarks inside
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FIG. 1. Fourier Transform of F14 with the PY projection x = 0.3 and ~kT = (0.3 GeV)eˆy. Up distribution on the l.h.s and
down on the r.h.s.. Both are proportional as explained in the text.
a longitudinally polarized proton. We then straightforwardly get
Fu14(x, ξ, k
2
T ,
~kT · ~∆T , t) = −4
3
Cbag
∣∣∣Φ2 (xM¯ − ωR , ~kT)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2
M2
k3k′
t1(k3)t1(k
′) ,
(20)
F d14 = −
Fu14
4
. (21)
Notice that the proportionality of the up and down distribution comes from SU(6) symmetry and the Lorentz
structure of the GTMD we are considering, with the flavor-spin coefficient given in Table I. As a counter example,
the GTMDs F11 and F
′
13 mix in the Breit frame, what was already shown in Ref. [22] and here below. The results
for more GTMDs, including the ones here mentioned, are available in Ref. [28].
In Fig. 1, we show the Fourier transform for the OAM related structure,
F.T.
[
i
kx∆y − ky∆x
M2
F14(x, 0,~k
2
T ,
~kT · ~∆T , ~∆2T )
]
= −
ijkiT
M2
∂
∂bjT
F14(x, 0,~k2T ,~kT ·~bT ,~b2T ) , (22)
for fixed values of |kT | and x. The Fourier variable of the momentum transfer corresponds to the impact param-
eter, bT . A dipole structure is recognized. The obtained results are in agreement with previous evaluations, e.g.
Ref. [13, 14].
It is useful to define the kT -moment of F14,
F
q,(1)
14 (x, ξ, t) = 2
∫
dkT kT
∫ 2pi
0
dφ sinφ2
k2T
M2
F q14(x, ξ, k
2
T ,
~kT · ~∆T , t) ,
(23)
where φ is the angle between ~kT and ~∆T and reduces to the polar angle of ~kT in the forward case. In that particular
case, we can define the x-density,
F
q,(1)
14 (x) =
∫
d2~kT
k2T
M2
F q14(x, 0, k
2
T , 0, 0) . (24)
We illustrate the result in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. The up quark kT -moment of F14, Eq. (24), compared to f
u
1 (x) (reduced of a factor 10), both curves with the PY
projection.
V. OAM THROUGH TWIST-3 GPD
Long before the introduction of GTMDs, GPDs were historically proposed to access quark and gluon Angular
Momentum (AM) [2]. Knowing the spin contribution and the total AM, the OAM can easily be inferred by subtraction.
Yet a subleading GPD was shown to be related to the OAM structure a` la Ji [5]. We therefore turn now to the PPSS
sum rule and calculate the twist-3 GPD G2
1,
lim
t→0
∫ 1
0
dxxGq2(x, ξ, t) = −Lq . (25)
This sum rule was obtained by subtraction of the structures related to the OAM and the total AM,
lim
t→0
∫ 1
0
dxxGq2(x, ξ, t) =
1
2
[∫ 1
0
dxgq1(x)− lim
t→0
∫ 1
0
dxx (Hq(x, ξ, t) + Eq(x, ξ, t))
]
,
(26)
where the l.h.s. gives the required quark OAM.
This twist-3 GPD can be defined as the kT -integral of twist-3 GTMDs [7]. Notice that such integrals are well
defined in our model calculation. Switching to the notation of that reference [6], we obtain
−
∫
dxxG2(x, ξ, t) =
∫
dxx
[
E˜2T (x, ξ, t) + (H(x, ξ, t) + E(x, ξ, t))
]
.
(27)
Namely, the evaluation of the PPSS sum rule requires knowledge on two distribution functions, a twist-3 GPD E˜2T
and the combination of the twist-2 structure H + E.
Let us start with the twist-2 GPD part. Working out the nucleon spinor decomposition, we find that, in the Breit
frame [22], ∫
dz−
(2pi)
eixP
+z−〈p′,Λ′ | ψ¯
(
−z
2
)
γ+ψ
(z
2
)
| p,Λ〉
∣∣∣
z+=0
~z⊥=0
= H(x, ξ, t)u¯(P ′,Λ′)γ+u(P,Λ) + E(x, ξ, t)u¯(P ′,Λ′)
iσ+∆
2M
u(P,Λ) ,
= δΛΛ′
(
H(x, ξ, t) +
t
4M2
E(x, ξ, t)
)
+ δΛ,−Λ′
(
∆x
2M
)
(H(x, ξ, t) + E(x, ξ, t)) . (28)
1 It is called G3 in Ref. [5] and then G2 in Ref. [12].
8In particular, when setting ∆y = 0 without loss of generality, the non-flipping terms come from χ
†Iχ contributions
from the nucleon spinor part, while the flipping ones come only from χ†σyχ contributions. So, in the bag kinematics,
Eqs. (5), with ∆y = 0, the GTMD structure is the following∫
d2~kT (2F13 − F11) (x, ξ,~k2T ,~kT · ~∆T , t) = H(x, ξ, t) + E(x, ξ, t) , (29)
where we have only considered T -even distributions. In terms of HAs, it reads,
(2F13 − F11)u (x, ξ, k2T ,~kT · ~∆T , t) =
2M
∆˜1
(
Au++,−+ −Au−−,+− +Au+−,−− −Au−+,++
)
/4 ,
=
4
3
Cbag
∣∣∣Φ2 (xM¯ − ωR , ~kT)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2
2M
∆˜x
×
[
k3x t0(k
′)
t1(k3)
k3
− k′xt0(k3)
t1(k
′)
k′
+ (k3xk
′
z − k′xk3z)
t1(k3)
k3
t1(k
′)
k′
]
,
(30)
and −1/4th of the u-distribution for the d quark. Beside the forward sum rules, the chiral-even twist-2 GPDs are
related to the electric and magnetic Form Factors through their first Mellin moment. Results for the electric and
magnetic form factors in the MIT bag model have been extensively studied, e.g. [22, 23, 26]. A poor comparison with
data is usually achieved for large values of −t. In the MIT bag, there is no free parameter. However, as suggested
by the authors of Ref. [22], it is possible to account for boost effects through an effective momentum transfer, η~∆.
Values of η as small as 0.35 are preferred by the data. We have compared our result to the one obtained by Ref. [22],
in the case of an unprojected, i.e. without taking into account the Peierls–Yoccoz correction, and with η = 1− 0/M .
Though it is not the favored value for the boost correction, it is the most physical one. Our aim is not to agree with
phenomenology, but rather to given insights on the mechanisms that generate the quark OAM in a simple confined
system. Our result also quantitatively agrees with Ref. [26]. We notice an improvement of the −t slope for the
calculation using the Peierls–Yoccoz correction with respect to the unprojected results.
From the result in Eq. (30), we can confirm that the second Mellin moment leads to a total Angular Momentum [2]
of 0.5, with less than 1% error, from the form factor calculation [22]. As explained in the latter reference, it is an
expected results since the bag model contains no explicit gluons.
Next we calculate the twist-3 GPD. The helicity amplitudes for twist-3 are defined using chirallity–helicity properties
of bad components [6, 15]
A3Λ′λ′∗,Λλ =
∫
dz− d2~zT
(2pi)3
eixP
+z−−i~kT ·~zT 〈p′,Λ′|Oλ′∗λ(z)|p,Λ〉|z+=0 ,
(31)
with
O−∗+(z) = ψ¯
(
−z
2
)
(γ1 − iγ2) (I+ γ5) ψ
(z
2
)
,
O+∗−(z) = ψ¯
(
−z
2
)
(γ1 + iγ2) (I− γ5) ψ
(z
2
)
;
(32)
and, equivalently, taking the opposite helicity for A3Λ′λ′∗,Λλ → A3Λλ,Λ′λ′∗ . We will focus only on the forward limit. In
this case, the relation between GTMDs and GPDs reads
E˜2T (x, 0, 0) = lim
t→0
∫
d2~kT (−2)
[
~kT · ~∆T
∆2T
F27(x, ξ, k
2
T ,
~kT · ~∆T , t) + F28(x, ξ, k2T ,~kT · ~∆T , t)
]
,
(33)
for which the twist-3 HAs are
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FIG. 3. Fourier Transform of F ′27 with the PY projection for x = 0.3 and ~kT = (0.3 GeV)eˆy. Up distribution on the l.h.s and
down on the r.h.s.. Both are proportional as explained in the text.
kx − iky
P+
Fu27 +
∆x − i∆y
P+
Fu28 = −
1
2
(
A3+−∗,++ −A3+−,++∗ −A3−−∗,−+ +A3−−,−+∗
)
, (34)
= −8
3
Cbag
∣∣∣Φ2 (xM¯ − ωR , ~kT)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2
[
(kx − iky)
(
t0(k3)
t1(k
′)
k′
− t0(k′) t1(k3)
k3
)
+
(
∆˜x − i∆˜y
) 1
2
(
t0(k3)
t1(k
′)
k′
+ t0(k
′)
t1(k3)
k3
)]
. (35)
The d-quark distribution corresponds to −1/4th of the u-distribution as well, as dictated by SU(6). Hence, summing
the flipping GPD terms to E˜2T , we obtain, in the forward limit,
F ′u27(x, ξ, |kT |, kT ·∆T , t) = −
8
3
Cbag
∣∣∣Φ2 (xM¯ − ωR , ~kT)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Φ3( ~˜∆2 )∣∣∣2 M (xM − )
t1(k3)
k3
t1(k
′)
k′
, (36)
G2(x, ξ, t) =
∫
d2~kT F
′
27(x, ξ, kT ,
~kT · ~∆T , ~∆2T ) .
In Fig. 3, we show the Fourier transform of the GTMD combination that we have labeled F ′27,
F.T.
[
−iijT
k∆j
M
F ′27(x, 0,~k
2
T ,
~kT · ~∆T , ~∆2T )
]
= −
ij
T
M
∂
∂bjT
F ′27(x, 0,~k2T ,~kT ·~bT ,~b2T ) , (37)
where, obviously, the calculation was done setting ∆y 6= 0. Our results agrees with the evaluation of Ref. [13], in the
reggeized quark-diquark picture [29].
In Figs. 4 and 5, we show the behavior of the twist-3 GPD in the forward limit compared to the GTMD F14.
There exists a previous analysis of the OAM by subtraction in the MIT bag model [24]. The result of that reference
is based on a previous calculation of GPDs of Ref. [22]. While our present analysis is similar, we obtain a slightly
qualitatively different behaviour for G2 in the forward limit, i.e. the solid red curve of Fig. 5, to be compared with
Fig. 2 of that reference. The discrepancy between our result, explicitly calculated from the twist-3 operator, and the
result of Ref. [24] resides in the choice of the approximations. Our calculation is fully unboosted.
VI. SUM RULES
We now have all the ingredients to check the OAM sum rule proposed in Ref. [9, 11] for integrated densities.
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FIG. 4. The up quark second Mellin moment of G2 in the forward limit, Eq. (36), compared to F14 as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 5. The up quark third Mellin moment of G2 in the forward limit, Eq. (36), compared to xF14.
First, using Eq. (24), the quark OAM obtained through the GTMD way with a straight gauge link gives
LuFS = −
∫ 1
−1
dxF
u,(1)
14 (x) = 0.139820 . (38)
The integral lower limits allows to account partly for spurious support problems but does not qualitatively affects the
results, see [28].
On the other hand, the GPD definition of the quark OAM gives
−
∫
dxxG2(x, 0, 0) = L
q , (39)
which, in the present model calculation, gives
−
∫
dxxGu2 (x, 0, 0) = 0.139817 . (40)
We see that the sum rule,
− LJiq =
1∫
−1
dxF
(1)
14 =
1∫
−1
dxxG2 ' −0.105 , (41)
proposed in Ref. [11] is fulfilled within an error of less than 1‰, as can be seen comparing Eq. (40) with Eq. (38). We
notice that this result is confirmed, but at the % level, without the correction of translation invariance as well. The
integration over the Bjorken variable is taken from −∞ to +∞ to make up for the remnant of the support problem.
This correction is of less than 1%.
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FIG. 6. The derivative of F14 w.r.t x compared G2 in the forward limit, Eq. (36). Notice that the twist-3 GPD has been shifted
to avoid the superposition of the two curves.
Notice that, in the bag model, the sum rule Eq. (41) is not only valid for the sum over the flavor but also per fla-
vor, which is in contrast with the result in the light-cone constituent quark or even the chiral quark soliton models [14].
The main achievement of Ref. [11] consists in the upgrade of the previous sum rule at a density level. The Lorentz
Invariant Relations (LIR) derived in that reference lead to the following expression,
d
dx
F
(1)
14 (x) = −G2(x, 0, 0) . (42)
From Fig. 4, it is straightforwardly deduced that the shape of both densities indeed respect this relation. In Fig. 6,
we show that it is exactly satisfied within the MIT bag model including PY corrections.
Another way of rewriting the sum rule at the density level follows from the Equations of Motion (EoM) of QCD [11]
− xG2(x, 0, 0) = x
(H + E)− 1∫
x
dy
y
(H + E)− 1
x
H˜ +
1∫
x
dy
y2
H˜
 (x, 0, 0) +G(3)(x, 0, 0) ,
= xGWW2 (x, 0, 0) +G
(3)(x, 0, 0) . (43)
The WW contribution is directly calculated in the bag model, see Ref. [28] for the expression for H˜. In Fig. 7, we
show the contribution from the resulting kinematically reducible twist-3 and the genuine quark-gluon interaction
counterpart. The latter is calculated by subtraction.
VII. GENUINE TWIST-3 CALCULATION
Thanks to the characteristics of the MIT bag model, it is possible to calculate directly the genuine twist-3 contri-
bution from the operator without major complications. Since there are no explicit gluon fields in the MIT bag, the
only constraint for higher dimensional operators comes from the EoM. We follow the steps of Ref. [18].
In the MIT bag, the EoM
i/∂(ξ)(ξ)ψ = δ(ξ −R)ψ(ξ) , (44)
is intimately related to the confinement mimicked through the boundary condition. Refering to the OPE definition
of the tower of twist-2 and twist-3 GPDs [30], the previous equation constrains the tower of operators to give the
following expression of operators in the model
Oσµ1···µn3,gen =
in
2
Sµ1...µn
{
ψ¯(0)δ(ξ −R)σσµ1 ↔∂
µ1
. . .
↔
∂
µn
ψ(0) + ψ¯(0)σσµ1
↔
∂
µ1
. . .
↔
∂
µn
δ(ξ −R)ψ(0)
}
, (45)
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FIG. 7. The components of Eq. (43). The red curve is similar to the red curve of Fig. 4 though without the PY projection.
The genuine part, green curve, is obtained by subtraction.
The Dirac structure found in the above equation is similar to the one highlighted in Ref. [11]. Interestingly, it also
coincides with the PDF g2 [18]. Our result will then only differ by the Lorentz structure of the twist-3 GPD. The
latter was proposed in Ref. [11],
M˜ = 2M∆
i
T
∆2T
∫
d2kT
[Mi++ −Mi−−] , (46)
where, in the MIT bag with no explicit gluons and using EoM Eq. (44),
MiΛΛ′ =
1
2
∫
dz−d2zT
(2pi)3
eixP
+z−−ikT ·zT 〈p′,Λ′ | ψ(−z/2)iσi+γ5δ(z/2−R)ψ(z/2) | p,Λ〉 |z+=0 .
(47)
While it was noted that the kT -integral must vanish in the limit ∆T → 0 to keep M˜ regular, it does not happen
in the present model. It is clear from Ref. [31] that the transverse index of the Dirac structure must be contracted
by ∆iT . The same result was found in [11] through the EoMs. That dependence suggests that the genuine twist-3
diverges at the limit of zero momentum transfer. We believe it is an artifact of the model combined with the scarcity
of information about structure functions related to genuine twist-3 parton distributions. Here, for the present model
evaluation, we explore a non-divergent structure for the bag model,
M˜ND = 2M ∆
i
T
P · q
∫
d2kT
[Mi++ −Mi−−] , (48)
with P ·q = −2ξM¯2. We present results for small values of both ξ and ∆T , for which the expression is still convergent.
The calculation of the correlator in Eq. (47) at the boundary requires little adjustments of the definitions. At the
boundary, the Fourier transform of the bag wave function is expressed as
ti,R(k) =
ji(kR)ji(ω)
R
, (49)
where the dimensions have been adapted adequately to keep the overall constant unchanged. The expression for the
genuine twist-3 contribution then reads, in the forward limit k3 = k
′ ≡ k,[Mi++ −Mi−−] = CbagR
[
t0(k) j0(ω)j0(kR) +
kz
k
(t0(k) j1(ω)j1(kR) + t1(k) j0(ω)j0(kR)) +
k2z
k2
t1(k) j1(ω)j1(kR)
]
.
(50)
Combining Eq. (48) and Eq. (50), we are able to calculate the genuine twist-3 contribution to G2 given by
G(3) = −M˜+ x
∫ 1
x
dy
y2
M˜ . (51)
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the genuine twist-3 contribution to G2 obtained by subtraction (in dot-dashed green) and obtained
through the interaction-dependent correlator (in orange).
The result is depicted in Fig. 8 including the PY projection, compared to the genuine twist-3 obtained in the previous
Section. We notice that the agreement is not perfect, in particular there is a clear shift in x of the result obtained
through the interaction-dependent operator. However, the behavior is clearly similar and the quality of the agreement
corresponds to that of Ref. [18].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a model evaluation of the two distribution functions related to the quark Orbital Angular
Momentum. On the one hand, we have performed the calculation of the GTMD F14 within the MIT bag model
corrected via the Peierls–Yoccoz projection. The obtained result agrees with previous evaluations in models for the
proton. On the other hand, the subleading GPD G2 has been evaluated in the same model. There are no other model
calculation with explicitly given x-behavior to compare our result to.
The main goal of the present paper was to corroborate the sum rules at the density level proposed in Ref. [11].
The first relates the derivative of the GTMD w.r.t. x to the GPD G2. We have shown that it is fully satisfied within
our model approximations. The second extracts the Wandzura–Wilczek kinematical part in terms of known GPDs
leaving only the genuine quark-gluon interaction unknown. The benefits of the characteristics of the bag model come
in its dynamics: the boundary conditions mimic the role played otherwise by confining gluons. As a first step, we have
evaluated the kinematically reducible contributions and deduced the expected behavior of the genuine twist-3. Then,
thanks to the equation of motion of the bag, it has been possible to directly calculate the quark-gluon interacting
terms. The result in both approaches is slightly different, especially due to a shift in x.
The results obtained using a model that only simulate some of the aspects of QCD are satisfactory. There was
no ambition of delivering proper numbers for the sum rule, but mainly to verify them in a model for the proton.
While it is believed that the absence of explicit gluons renders automatically the equality between the Orbital Angular
Momentum a` la Ji and a` la Jaffe-Manohar, it is true with a similar choice of path for the gauge-link in both evaluation.
We believe the results would change qualitatively once a staple gauge-link is included in the definition of F14. Further
studies should include more model estimates of the presently discussed sum rule as well as an extension towards the
inclusion of the gauge-link in a different gauge choice for the Generalized Transverse Momentum Distribution.
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